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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The Kyoto Protocol relied on a top-down approach, while the Paris Agreement relied on a bottom-up approach. Under its new governance, the core of the Paris Agreement are the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs), according to which, countries make their own commitments to decrease carbon emissions. However, one problematic issue is that if mitigating carbon emissions requires to sacrifice economic growth, the motivation and efforts of countries to commit to INDCs will greatly decrease. It is thus imperative to decouple economic growth from carbon emissions, so that more countries are stimulated to make every effort to curtail their carbon emissions.

Recently, to decrease Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) COVID-19 transmission, numerous countries have implemented trade restrictions, which negatively impacted international trade. Undoubtedly, the current rise of protectionism has induced a new challenge for the carbon reduction for both developing and developed countries. Considering the strong inclination of countries to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement, investigations regarding the impact of trade openness on the decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions is necessary to develop more effective carbon reduction policies.

In this context, the present study is dedicated to solving three key issues based on panel data between the annual periods of 1990--2015 for 182 selected countries: (1) Is economic growth globally decoupled from carbon emissions? (2) What is the effect of trade openness on carbon emissions? (3) Is this effect heterogeneous for countries at different income levels?

To address these three issues, first, the Tapio decoupling model was applied to ascertain the decoupling between economic growth and carbon emissions. Then, the effect of trade openness on decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions was investigated with the carbon functions. Unit root tests, cointegration tests, OLS and FMOLS estimates for panel models were adopted in carbon functions. This study established global panel and four income level panels, the results report the heterogeneous effect of trade openness on the decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions. Effective policy implications can be drawn toward decoupling economic growth from carbon emissions, especially for countries with different income levels.

This article consists of five sections, which are organized as follows: Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} reviews and summarizes the relevant literature. Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} provides methods and data descriptions. Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} shows the results and discussion and Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} summarizes the main results and provides both conclusions and policy implications.

2. Literature review {#sec2}
====================

2.1. Review of the decoupling process {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------

The ideal state of decoupling indicates that economic growth does not depend on the growth of carbon emissions. To accurately understand the relationship between carbon emissions and economic growth, an indicator is required that reflects the relationship between both. The concept of decoupling was first proposed by Von in 1989 and was used to describe the relationship between carbon emissions and the economy. In 2002, the OECD first used the decoupling theory to study the relationship between economic growth and carbon emissions. Thus, the decoupling model gradually emerged. Subsequently, the concepts of primary decoupling and secondary decoupling were developed ([@bib30]). In 2005, the Tapio decoupling model began to use decoupling elasticity to describe the decoupling state ([@bib47]). In the following, for research level, the Tapio decoupling model was increasingly used in departmental and national research. At the departmental level, a deep understanding of the decoupling of industrial growth and carbon emissions was achieved ([@bib48]). In addition, decoupling process of soil erosion and human activities was investigated for the Loess Plateau of China using the concept of decoupling ([@bib55]). In the tourism department, it has been suggested that China's tourism economy experienced negative and weak decoupling ([@bib46]). Moreover, many scholars also focused on the national level, and investigated relevant issues in specific countries, e.g., China ([@bib58]), the United States ([@bib10]), the OECD ([@bib6]), Pakistan ([@bib38]), and India ([@bib49]). In short, the Tapio decoupling model has been widely used, which indicates the maturity and adaptability of this model. This study thus used the Tapio decoupling model to identify the decoupling status of economic growth and carbon emissions. Moreover, such a comparison between countries with different income levels can help to formulate targeted carbon emission reduction policies. Therefore, further empirical research is needed at the global level.

2.2. Review of trade openness and carbon emissions {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------

The literature on factors affecting carbon emissions is quite rich ([@bib1]; [@bib53]; [@bib59]). The linear econometric model is the most commonly used model to study the factors affecting carbon emissions ([@bib22]), and has been applied to time series data and panel data ([@bib4]). As research increases, the existing research in this field can be divided into three categories. The first category investigated the relationship between economic development and carbon emissions ([@bib19]; [@bib40]; [@bib42]). The second category incorporated population and energy into the research framework of economic development and carbon emissions ([@bib25]; [@bib32]; [@bib54]). Age structure ([@bib14]), urbanization ([@bib28]), the size of households ([@bib36]), energy prices ([@bib39]), and energy consumption ([@bib17]) were specifically investigated. The third category not only includes population and energy but also control variables such as trade and foreign direct investment ([@bib9]; [@bib45]; [@bib60]).

The present research is part of the third category and presents in-depth research on the impact of trade openness on carbon emissions, including individual incomes, population, oil prices, and renewable energy. Free trade helps the global economy to grow faster by increasing the trade volume and income, both in developed and developing countries. However, this growth trend is accompanied by specific environmental consequences ([@bib44]).

In general, the impact of trade openness can mainly be divided into two theories in the environmental field. The first theory assumes that the impact of trade openness on pollution is vague and can be divided into scale effect, technology effect and composition effect ([@bib15]). The second theory is the Pollution Haven Hypothesis ([@bib8]). Trade openness introduces foreign direct investment. Since different countries set different environmental standards, polluting enterprises will choose to produce in countries with comparatively low environmental standards, which thus become "pollution haven". Therefore, the impact of trade openness on the environment needs to be considered for specific countries.

Based on these two theories, conclusions from the literature formed four hypotheses: (1) trade openness promotes carbon emissions; (2) carbon emissions promote trade openness; (3) feedback hypothesis: Trade openness and carbon emissions interact; (4) neutral hypothesis: Trade openness is independent of carbon emissions. In the evidence supporting hypothesis (1), at the national level, it has been found that trade openness positively affects carbon emissions in the long run for Pakistan by using the vector error correction model (VECM) ([@bib31]). Moreover, it has been observed that increased trade openness will increase pollution. This has been corroborated by applying the panel vector error correction model (PVECM), the fully modified ordinary least squares (PFMOLS) model, and the panel dynamic ordinary least squares (PDOLS) ([@bib16]). With regard to hypothesis (2), China has been studied in the context of globalization using VECM causality as well as the ARDL bounds test ([@bib43]). The causal test proved the unidirectional Granger causality of carbon emissions to trade openness. Besides, several international organizations also suggested that environmental regulations exert a serious impact on international trade. Hypothesis (3) refers to the bidirectional causality between trade openness and carbon emissions. At the transnational level, a study of 105 countries identified bidirectional causality between the global group and the middle-income group by using the panel regression model ([@bib44]). While trade openness is affected by carbon emissions, it also affects carbon emissions. Hypothesis (4) does not support the link between trade openness and carbon emissions; however, relatively little literature supporting this hypothesis. At the national level, it has been argued that it is difficult to find a causal relationship between trade and the environment by using a linear econometric model ([@bib18]). At the transnational level, in the panel regression model, trade openness has been found to be not generally correlated with increased emissions when studying the effects of trade on environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) ([@bib24]). Clearly, the results of different studies support different hypotheses. Consequently, the relationship between trade openness and carbon emissions still merits further investigation.

Although the existing literature covers a similar scope than the present work, this study contributes to previous literature in a number of notable aspects. First, this study extends the literature by incorporating of trade openness into the existing economic growth-carbon emission research framework. Renewable energy and population are used as additional variables, and a systematic study was conducted. The conclusions also provide comprehensive policy recommendations toward the achieving decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions. Second, this study not only includes a similarities analysis at the global level, but more importantly, investigates the differences of four income sub-panels (high-income, upper-middle-income, lower-middle-income, and low-income) on the effect of trade openness in the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions. Such an analysis of differences can help more countries to find effective ways to embark on the path of decoupling economic growth from carbon emissions.

3. Method and data {#sec3}
==================

3.1. Decoupling index model {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

This study uses Tapio decoupling model, with the following equation:$$e\left( C \right) = \frac{\Delta C/C_{0}}{\Delta\ G/G_{0}}$$where e(**C**) represents the decoupling elasticity coefficient between economic activities and carbon emissions, Δ**C** represents the total carbon emission change from the base period to the end period, $C_{0}$ represents the carbon emissions at the base period. Δ**G** represents the total GDP change from the base period to the end, and $G_{0}$ represents the base period GDP. The Tapio model subdivides the decoupling state into eight states according to the decoupling elasticity value ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Schematic diagram of decoupling states.Fig. 1

3.2. Empirical model {#sec3.2}
--------------------

Based on previous research ([@bib12]) ([@bib11]), the following models were established:$$C_{nt} = f\ \left( OPEN_{nt},x_{nt} \right)$$

In Eq. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, n (n = 1,2, ..., 182) represents the sample country, t represents the year, OPEN represents trade openness, and C represents carbon emissions per capita. The estimation model is converted into a log linear econometric model:$$lnC_{nt} = \alpha_{0} + \alpha_{1}\ lnOPEN_{nt} + \beta X_{nt} + \varepsilon_{nt}$$

In Eq. [(3), X](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} represents control variables, including oil prices, renewable energy consumption, individual incomes and population. Among these, $\alpha_{0}$ and $\varepsilon_{nt}$ represent the intercept and error terms, respectively, and $\ \alpha_{1}\ and\ \beta$ represent the estimated coefficients of different variables. In Model 1, the only independent variable is lnOPEN, and in Models 2 and 3, lnOP, lnGDP, lnRE, and lnPOP are added as control variables.

3.3. Estimation techniques {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

The study of the relationship between C, OPEN, OP, GDP, RE, and POP was divided into three steps. First, the panel unit root test was used to test the stability of each variable. Second, the panel cointegration test was used to determine the long-term cointegration relationship between variables. Next, the fixed-effect OLS and FMOLS cointegration estimates were used to analyze the long-term cointegration relationship between variables.

### 3.3.1. Panel unit root tests {#sec3.3.1}

This study used four panel unit root tests: LLC, IPS, Fisher-ADF and Fisher-PP. These four tests include the same root test and the different root test. The unit root test was used to test the stability of the variable ([@bib50]). The null hypothesis of this test is that the variable has a unit root. If the result shows that the null hypothesis can be accepted, then the variable is not stationary; otherwise, the variable is stationary.

The formula of LLC test is as follows ([@bib26]):$$\Delta F_{it} = a_{i}Y_{it - 1} + \sum\limits_{L = 1}^{mn}b_{ip}\Delta Y_{it - L} + c_{pi}d_{pt} + e_{it}，p = 1,2,3$$where $a_{i}$, $c_{pi},\ d_{pt},\ \ and\ e_{it}$ represent the autoregression coefficients of the model, and the corresponding vectors of the regression parameters were p = 1,2,3.

The formula of the IPS test ([@bib21]) is similar to that of the LLC test. In addition, the unit root test of the Fisher-PP panel, as developed by Phillips and Perron is a different unit root test ([@bib35]), the expression of which is as follows:$$\left. Fisher - ADF = - 2\sum\limits_{m}^{p}log\left( X_{m} \right)\rightarrow\ P \right.$$ $$\left. Choi - ADF = \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{m - 1}}}\sum\limits_{m - 1}^{K}\gamma^{- 1}\left( X_{m} \right)\rightarrow K\left( 0,1 \right) \right.$$where m, $\gamma^{- 1}$ represents the reciprocal of the normal distribution function, and $X_{m}$ represents the P-value of the ADF unit root test. The null hypothesis is $a_{i}$ = 0, which indicates that there is a unit root; if $a_{i}$ \< 0, there is no unit root.

### 3.3.2. Panel cointegration tests {#sec3.3.2}

The cointegration test can determine whether variables that are stable at a specific level or of the same order have a long-term stable cointegration relationship. In this study, the panel Kao test ([@bib23]) and the panel Pedroni test ([@bib34]) were used, both of which are part of the Engle-Granger method. The Pedroni cointegration test includes two alternative hypotheses: panel statistical hypotheses and outlier statistical hypotheses. The specific statistical formula is as follows:

A. Panel-ρ$$F\sqrt{AB_{\widehat{\rho}A,F - 1}} \equiv F\sqrt{A}\left( \sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}{\widehat{L}}_{11\alpha}^{- 2}\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta - 1}^{2} \right)^{- 1}\sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}{\widehat{L}}_{11\alpha}^{- 2}\left( {\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta - 1}\Delta{\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta} - \widehat{\theta_{\alpha}} \right)$$

B. Panel-$\ \beta$ $$B_{\alpha A,F}^{\ast} \equiv \left( S_{A,F}^{\ast 2}\sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}{\widehat{L}}_{11\alpha}^{- 2}\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta - 1}^{2} \right)^{- \frac{1}{2}}\sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}{\widehat{L}}_{11\alpha}^{- 2}\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta - 1}\Delta{\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta}$$

C. Group-ρ$$F{\widetilde{B}}_{\widetilde{\rho}A,F - 1} \equiv FA^{- \frac{1}{2}}\sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\left( \sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta - 1}^{2} \right)^{- 1}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}\left( {\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta - 1}\Delta{\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta} - \widehat{\theta_{\alpha}} \right)$$

D. Group-$\ \beta$ $$A^{- \frac{1}{2}}{\widetilde{B}}_{\widetilde{\rho}A,F} \equiv A^{- \frac{1}{2}}\sum\limits_{\alpha = 1}^{A}\left( \sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}S_{\alpha}^{\ast 2}\varepsilon_{\alpha,\beta - 1}^{2} \right)^{- \frac{1}{2}}\sum\limits_{\beta = 1}^{F}{\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta - 1}\Delta{\widehat{\varepsilon}}_{\alpha,\beta}$$where$$\widehat{\theta_{\alpha}} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {{\widehat{\mu}}_{\alpha}^{2} - {\widehat{s}}_{\alpha}^{2}} \right);s_{A,F}^{\ast 2} = \frac{1}{A}\sum\limits_{\alpha}^{A}s_{\alpha}^{\ast 2}$$

### 3.3.3. Panel cointegration estimates {#sec3.3.3}

The second step of the long-term cointegration relationship is a cointegration estimation. This study used the ordinary least squares (OLS) method to perform regression on Model 2, and fully modified ordinary least squares (FMOLS) to perform regression on Models 1 and 3. FMOLS is widely used for regressions ([@bib27]). Compared with OLS estimation, FMOLS estimation can correct sequence correlation and prevent pseudo regression, thus, it is a robust panel econometrics technology. In the FMOLS cointegration system, [@bib33]proposed the following equation.$$y_{\alpha\beta} = l_{\alpha} + ax_{\alpha\beta} + \sum\limits_{p = - P_{\alpha}}^{P_{\alpha}}\mu_{\alpha p}\Delta x_{\alpha\beta - p} + \theta_{\alpha\beta}$$where $\rho_{\alpha\beta} = \left( {\widehat{\theta}}_{\alpha\beta},\Delta x_{\alpha\beta} \right)$, $\delta_{\alpha\beta} = \underset{D\rightarrow\infty}{lim}E\left\lbrack \frac{1}{D\left( \sum_{d = 1}^{D}\rho_{\alpha\beta} \right)\left( \sum_{d = 1}^{D}\rho_{\alpha\beta} \right)} \right\rbrack$, $\delta_{\alpha\beta}$ is the long-term covariance. In Equation [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, x and $y_{\alpha\beta}$ have a cointegration relationship. The long-term covariance can be decomposed into $\delta_{\alpha}\  = \ \delta_{\alpha}^{o}\  = \ \omega_{\alpha}\  = \ \omega_{\alpha}^{’}$, where $\omega_{\alpha}$ represents the automatic covariance and $\delta_{\alpha}^{o}$ represents the weighted sum of the covariance and $\omega_{\alpha}$ The FMOLS criteria are as follows:$${\widehat{\alpha}}_{FMOLS} = \frac{1}{B}\sum\limits_{\alpha}^{B}\left\lbrack \frac{1}{\left( {\sum_{d = 1}^{D}x_{\alpha\beta} - {\overline{x}}_{\alpha}} \right)^{2}}\left( \sum\limits_{d = 1}^{D}\left( {x_{\alpha\beta} - \overline{x_{\alpha}}} \right)y_{\alpha\beta}^{\ast} - \omega_{\widehat{\mu_{\alpha}}} \right) \right\rbrack$$where $y_{\alpha\beta}^{\ast} = y_{\alpha\beta} - {\overline{y}}_{\alpha} - \left( {{\widehat{\delta}}_{2,1,\alpha}{\widehat{\delta}}_{2,2,\alpha}} \right)\Delta x_{\alpha\beta},{\widehat{\gamma}}_{\alpha} = {\widehat{\omega}}_{2,1,\alpha} + {\widehat{\delta}}_{2,1,\alpha}^{o} - \left( {\widehat{\omega}}_{2,1,\alpha}/{\widehat{\omega}}_{2,2,\alpha} \right)\left( {\widehat{\omega}}_{2,2,\alpha} + {\widehat{\delta}}_{2,2,\alpha} \right)$

3.4. Data {#sec3.4}
---------

Based data availability, unbalanced panel data was obtained for 182 countries from 1990 to 2015. Compared with many previous studies, this sample offers greater coverage in terms of country and year. First, a global panel composed of 182 countries was used. Second, the estimated sample was divided into four income sub-panels based on the 2020 World Bank's country classification: low-income (LI), lower-middle-income (LMI), upper-middle-income (UMI) and high-income (HI). Among these, the LI group is composed of 27 countries, the LMI and UMI groups are composed of 45 and 56 countries respectively, and the HI group is composed of 54 countries (see [Table A1](#tblA1){ref-type="table"} in [Appendix A](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The variable definitions are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptive statistics of variables.Table 1Definitions and sources of data in the model.Table 1SymbolDefinitionSourceC$CO_{2}$ emissions (metric tons per capita)World BankOPBrent Spot crude prices (US dollars per barrel)BP Statistical Review of WorldRERenewable energy consumption (% of total final energy consumption)World BankGDPGDP per capita (constant 2010 US\$)World BankPOPPopulation, total (Ten thousand)World BankOPENTrade (% of GDP)World BankTable 2Descriptive statistics of variables.Table 2StatisticsLNCLNTRADELNOPLNGDPLNPOPLNRE**Mean**0.49274.28173.61288.35138.12622.7443**Std. Dev**1.65310.62760.71281.50744.44971.7258**Max**3.58126.09274.715511.626020.99344.5885**Min**−4.5356−3.86332.54285.1019−0.0508−6.3399

4. Results and discussion {#sec4}
=========================

4.1. Analysis of decoupling status of carbon emissions and economic growth {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.1.1. Decoupling status of each income group {#sec4.1.1}

Five decoupling states were identified in HI countries over the investigated period ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ): recessive decoupling (4%), expansive coupling (17%), strong decoupling (25%), weak decoupling (50%), and expansive negative decoupling (4%). Strong decoupling and weak decoupling totaled 75% in HI countries, identifying these as the highest among the four income groups. This suggests that decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions is relatively common in HI countries. In addition, strong decoupling was maintained over the last five years of this dataset (2010--2014). This indicates that HI countries have gradually acquired the ability to decrease their carbon emissions without sacrificing economic growth. However, the expansion coupling state and the negative expansion decoupling state still appeared in individual years. The economic crisis in 2008 caused negative growth of both carbon emissions and GDP in HI countries, which leads to the emergence of weak negative decoupling. Later, as the economy recovered, carbon emission reductions were successful. The decoupling state improved to strong decoupling (2010--2011) in HI countries.Fig. 2Decoupling trend of economic growth and carbon emissions.Fig. 2

With regard to UMI countries, four decoupling states were identified: expansive coupling (29%), strong decoupling (12.5%), weak decoupling (37.5%), and expansive negative decoupling (21%). Overall, the year 2000 can be regarded as a turning point. Before 2000, strong and weak decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions dominated. From 2000 to 2011, UMI countries entered a period of high-speed industrialization. The prevailing rapid economic development has caused excessive carbon emissions. In this context, expansion coupling has become the main performance of the relationship between economic growth and carbon emissions in 2000--2011. To overcome this dilemma, UMI countries strive to develop the tertiary industry and transform their economic development mode. In addition, many countries strive to increase the proportion of clean energy to adjust their energy structure ([@bib52]). For example, China, which uses coal as its main energy source, showed a clear trend of improving its energy structure. Ultimately, the continuous weak decoupling appeared in 2011--2014, indicating that the efforts of the UMI countries have yielded results.

Four decoupling states were identified in LMI countries in 1990--2014, expansive coupling (25%), strong decoupling (17%), weak decoupling (33%), and expansive negative decoupling (25%). The decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions has fluctuated state in LMI (1990--2014). The fluctuation was obvious compared with UMI over the same period. The reason may be that because of the desire to improve the economy, LMI countries focus more on economic development than environmental quality. However, the dependence of economic growth on energy will further stimulate carbon emissions, which is not conducive to their reduction ([@bib51]). In addition, developed countries export industrial production to LMI. The decrease of carbon emissions in HI countries is thus, in fact, paid for by developing countries ([@bib41]). Hence, it is difficult for LMI countries to achieve a long-term decoupling of economic growth and carbon emissions.

The decoupling status of LI countries is quite rich, and the following six states were identified: expansive coupling (17%), strong decoupling (25%), weak decoupling (33%), expansive negative decoupling (17%), strong negative decoupling (4%), and weak negative decoupling (4%). This may be related to the ability of LI countries to resist risks. The economic development of LI countries was very difficult in 1991--1992. The negative economic growth and low carbon emissions led to the appearance of strong negative decoupling and weak negative decoupling. Overall, with improving economic conditions, the decoupling status gradually improves.

### 4.1.2. Global decoupling status {#sec4.1.2}

Five decoupling states appeared in the global sample over the considered period: strong decoupling (12%), weak decoupling (46%), expansive coupling (21%), expansive negative decoupling (17%), and weak negative decoupling (4%). Among these, weak decoupling occurred most frequently. Consequently, the world has been in a state where economic output and carbon emissions have simultaneously increased for most of the time. The lethargic economy of 2008 has decreased carbon emissions compared with the previous year. Therefore, weak negative decoupling occurred in 2008--2009. Judging from the overall decoupling evolution trend, the decoupling of global economic growth and carbon emissions was subject to an iterative process. First, weak decoupling was the dominant state of decoupling before 2000. Over the next decade, environmental protection was ignored as countries sought to accelerate their economic growth. This allowed decoupling to evolve into expansive coupling. Finally, climate change has induced countries to take practical action to control their carbon emissions. In fact, many practical actions were already taken before 2011, but only developed countries actively participated before 2011. With the participation of more developing countries, UMI (2011--2012) and LMI (2012--2013) gradually entered a weak decoupling state. This led to the emergence of weak decoupling at a global level in 2011--2014.

4.2. Unit root test results {#sec4.2}
---------------------------

All variables passed the four panel unit root tests, and the results are shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} . Independent of the income group, the stationarity of the variables remains stable after the first-order difference. This prompted the next cointegration analysis. Specifically, since the test results of the four panel unit roots are sometimes inconsistent, the majority of the test results was selected.Table 3Panel data unit root test results high-income (HI) countries.Table 3variableTest methodAt levelAt 1st differencet-StatisticProb.t-StatisticProb.lnCLLC0.33030.6294−25.3482∗∗∗0.0000IPS−0.54720.2921−24.7075∗∗∗0.0000ADF157.8240∗∗∗0.0013745.0330∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher119.42900.2128945.6830∗∗∗0.0000lnOPLLC0.05650.5225−14.4233∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.76871.0000−18.5345∗∗∗0.0000ADF29.74371.0000512.7750∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher30.06931.0000472.4640∗∗∗0.0000lnRELLC−0.14870.4409−26.5624∗∗∗0.0000IPS2.94420.9984−25.5011∗∗∗0.0000ADF126.96200.1027805.7770∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher142.2660∗∗0.0151829.9100∗∗∗0.0000lnGDPLLC−5.9370∗∗∗0.0000−16.6356∗∗∗0.0000IPS2.06010.9803−16.1460∗∗∗0.0000ADF81.77110.9612456.0830∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher98.00670.6975457.5450∗∗∗0.0000lnPOPLLC−2.5610∗∗∗0.0052−0.92260.1781IPS5.27531.0000−5.4887∗∗∗0.0000ADF120.05500.1658240.4860∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher229.1550∗∗∗0.0000227.2430∗∗∗0.0000lnOPENLLC−3.2272∗∗∗0.0006−27.3984∗∗∗0.0000IPS−0.78950.2149−25.1925∗∗∗0.0000ADF114.01900.3273705.8020∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher116.78100.2653789.7430∗∗∗0.0000[^1]Table 4Panel data unit root test results upper-middle-income (UMI) countries.Table 4variableTest methodAt levelAt 1st differencet-StatisticProb.t-StatisticProb.lnCLLC−5.8321∗∗∗0.0000−33.1267∗∗∗0.0000IPS−3.8975∗∗∗0.0000−30.1645∗∗∗0.0000ADF200.2090∗∗∗0.00001028.3200∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher239.9240∗∗∗0.00001935.3500∗∗∗0.0000lnOPLLC0.05750.5229−14.6880∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.85621.0000−18.8746∗∗∗0.0000ADF30.84531.0000531.7670∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher31.18301.0000489.9630∗∗∗0.0000lnRELLC−8.6057∗∗∗0.0000−27.8186∗∗∗0.0000IPS−5.8853∗∗∗0.0000−26.8433∗∗∗0.0000ADF265.1480∗∗∗0.0000798.1670∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher221.9790∗∗∗0.0000823.3950∗∗∗0.0000lnGDPLLC−2.0807∗∗0.0187−21.7528∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.46461.0000−20.5271∗∗∗0.0000ADF87.16410.9604601.7010∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher90.86160.9288620.9370∗∗∗0.0000lnPOPLLC−4.2406∗∗∗0.0000−5.9177∗∗∗0.0000IPS−1.10590.1344−4.8509∗∗∗0.0000ADF244.5330∗∗∗0.0000231.6940∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher445.9320∗∗∗0.0000178.8140∗∗∗0.0001lnOPENLLC−4.3522∗∗∗0.0000−28.9283∗∗∗0.0000IPS−5.6305∗∗∗0.0000−29.3186∗∗∗0.0000ADF213.7520∗∗∗0.0000810.5830∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher211.8550∗∗∗0.0000976.9980∗∗∗0.0000[^2]Table 5Panel data unit root test results lower-middle-income (LMI) countries.Table 5variableTest methodAt levelAt 1st differencet-StatisticProb.t-StatisticProb.lnCLLC−3.7109∗∗∗0.0001−26.1813∗∗∗0.0000IPS−1.6884∗∗0.0457−24.0032∗∗∗0.0000ADF147.4100∗∗∗0.0001644.9100∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher124.3340∗∗∗0.0097857.0880∗∗∗0.0000lnOPLLC0.05150.5206−13.1666∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.35321.0000−16.9196∗∗∗0.0000ADF24.78641.0000427.3130∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher25.05781.0000393.7200∗∗∗0.0000lnRELLC2.07420.9810−27.1339∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.93601.0000−26.2791∗∗∗0.0000ADF62.57970.9877693.2200∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher61.31830.9911688.8040∗∗∗0.0000lnGDPLLC5.23661.0000−19.2367∗∗∗0.0000IPS10.10811.0000−17.4271∗∗∗0.0000ADF45.99661.0000589.2890∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher34.91861.0000497.2910∗∗∗0.0000lnPOPLLC−0.30060.3819−1.7484∗∗0.0402IPS4.00951.0000−4.5529∗∗∗0.0000ADF79.36860.4989183.4000∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher415.3820∗∗∗0.0000109.4880∗0.0795lnOPENLLC−5.9406∗∗∗0.0000−39.1776∗∗∗0.0000IPS−4.0791∗∗∗0.0000−31.4556∗∗∗0.0000ADF166.7420∗∗∗0.0000662.1240∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher140.6720∗∗∗0.0005729.1150∗∗∗0.0000[^3]Table 6Panel data unit root test results low-income (LI) countries.Table 6variableTest methodAt levelAt 1st differencet-StatisticProb.t-StatisticProb.lnCLLC−1.7353∗∗0.0413−15.2650∗∗∗0.0000IPS0.87920.8103−15.2674∗∗∗0.0000ADF66.7183∗0.0823308.1050∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher41.55660.8498357.0010∗∗∗0.0000lnOPLLC0.03990.5159−10.1988∗∗∗0.0000IPS3.37200.9996−13.1059∗∗∗0.0000ADF14.87181.0000256.3880∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher15.03471.0000236.2320∗∗∗0.0000lnRELLC2.44780.9928−15.8517∗∗∗0.0000IPS2.62570.9957−15.6843∗∗∗0.0000ADF44.28980.8243313.8250∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher48.44760.6876346.8300∗∗∗0.0000lnGDPLLC0.95990.8315−14.3983∗∗∗0.0000IPS2.64650.9959−15.8866∗∗∗0.0000ADF51.38270.5760337.3760∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher54.60540.4514347.8860∗∗∗0.0000lnPOPLLC−0.50920.3053−2.0899∗∗0.0183IPS1.51080.9346−6.7961∗∗∗0.0000ADF91.1887∗∗∗0.0001245.7320∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher96.2146∗∗∗0.000075.3192∗∗0.0292lnOPENLLC−3.4066∗∗∗0.0003−20.3063∗∗∗0.0000IPS−2.2479∗∗0.0123−19.9645∗∗∗0.0000ADF98.1022∗∗∗0.0002408.3280∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher95.6248∗∗∗0.0004492.3560∗∗∗0.0000[^4]Table 7Panel data unit root test results all countries (Global).Table 7variableTest methodAt levelAt 1st differencet-StatisticProb.t-StatisticProb.lnCLLC−6.4189∗∗∗0.0000−51.6412∗∗∗0.0000IPS−2.9896∗∗∗0.0014−48.0612∗∗∗0.0000ADF572.1610∗∗∗0.00002726.3700∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher525.2430∗∗∗0.00004095.1200∗∗∗0.0000lnOPLLC0.10370.5413−26.4791∗∗∗0.0000IPS8.75461.0000−34.0267∗∗∗0.0000ADF100.24701.00001728.2400∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher101.34501.00001592.3800∗∗∗0.0000lnRELLC−2.6812∗∗∗0.0037−49.8834∗∗∗0.0000IPS1.78320.9627−47.8708∗∗∗0.0000ADF498.9790∗∗∗0.00002610.9900∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher474.0110∗∗∗0.00012688.9400∗∗∗0.0000lnGDPLLC0.42480.6645−36.7636∗∗∗0.0000IPS9.68161.0000−35.0305∗∗∗0.0000ADF266.31501.00001984.4500∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher278.39200.99961923.6600∗∗∗0.0000lnPOPLLC−3.2912∗∗∗0.0005−5.5718∗∗∗0.0000IPS4.76831.0000−10.5915∗∗∗0.0000ADF535.1450∗∗∗0.0000901.3130∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher1186.6800∗∗∗0.0000590.8650∗∗∗0.0000lnOPENLLC−8.2820∗∗∗0.0000−59.3767∗∗∗0.0000IPS−6.4467∗∗∗0.0000−53.3991∗∗∗0.0000ADF592.6160∗∗∗0.00002586.8400∗∗∗0.0000PP-Fisher564.9330∗∗∗0.00002988.2100∗∗∗0.0000[^5]

4.3. Panel cointegration test results {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------

The results of the panel cointegration test are shown in [Table B1](#dtblB1){ref-type="table"}, [Table B2](#dtblB2){ref-type="table"}, [Table B3](#dtblB3){ref-type="table"}, [Table B4](#dtblB4){ref-type="table"}, [Table B5](#dtblB5){ref-type="table"} (see [Appendix B](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). To study the long-term relationship between trade openness, oil prices, individual incomes, population, renewable energy and carbon emissions, all variables were included in the panel cointegration test. The results of the Pedroni cointegration test and the Kao cointegration test were consistent. Independent of the income group results, the null hypothesis was rejected, i.e., a long-term co-integration relationship was identified between 182 countries and regions, trade openness, oil prices, individual incomes, population, renewable energy consumption and carbon emissions from 1990 to 2015. To further study this long-term stable relationship, OLS and FMOLS cointegration estimation were used in the next step.

4.4. Panel cointegration regression results {#sec4.4}
-------------------------------------------

In light of the evidence of the long-term cointegration relationship among variables, regression estimates were calculated to identify reasonable environmental policies. This identification can be achieved by understanding the linear nexus between carbon emissions, trade openness, oil price, individual incomes, population and renewable energy. The OLS and FMOLS regression results are reported in [Table B6](#tblB6){ref-type="table"} (see [Appendix B](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). This analysis focuses on the FMOLS estimation results.

### 4.4.1. Regression results for the global group {#sec4.4.1}

[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the importance of each factor for 182 countries. The following section analyzes the results of the global group. In this study, Model 1 investigates the effect of trade openness on carbon emissions without interference of other factors. In Model 1, a 1% increase in trade openness leads to a 0.1279% increase of global carbon emissions in the long run. Additionally, Model 3 investigates the effect of trade openness on carbon emissions considering oil prices, individual incomes, population, and renewable energy. In Model 3, a 1% increase in trade openness leads to a 0.0133% increase of global carbon emission in the long run. The regression coefficient of trade openness is positive in all models. Therefore, regardless of have interference from other factors, trade openness significantly promotes global carbon emissions, which is in line with previous publications ([@bib7]; [@bib20]; [@bib22]).Fig. 3Summary of regression coefficients on global carbon emissions influencing factors.Fig. 3

For individual incomes and population, this study traces that individual incomes and population positively affect carbon emissions in global group. In Model 3, a 1% increase in individual incomes and population leads to 0.6107% and 0.499% decrease of global carbon emission in the long run, respectively. These results match those reported by [@bib29], who argued that carbon emissions are likely highly correlated with individual incomes because they are by-products of industrial processes, energy consumption (direct consumption of fossil fuels and electricity), and car use. Although a number of advanced economies have decoupled their economic growth from carbon emissions in recent years ([@bib2]), this is not common.

The increasing population drives carbon emissions, however, this driving effect is less than that of individual incomes. This is desirable, as certain human behavior customs may directly trigger excessive energy consumption and subsequently influence environmental change. The ensuing increase of the number of private cars and construction operations has also increased energy consumption, which may be the main reason why increasing population leads to increased carbon emissions ([@bib57]).

In contrast, higher oil prices and renewable energy hinder global carbon emission regardless of the income group, and the effect of renewable energy generation is stronger. Regarding renewable energy, a statistical inverse relationship exists with carbon emissions. In Model 3, a 1% increase in the proportion of renewable energy consumption yields a corresponding 0.1568% decrease in global carbon emissions over the considered period. These results confirm that the consumption of renewable energy effectively decreases carbon emissions ([@bib5]).

A 1% increase in international crude oil prices leads to a 0.0642% decrease of global carbon emissions in the long run, which is supported in by previous research ([@bib56]). Changes in oil prices affect energy consumption since oil is an important component of the global energy consumption structure, and oil is also the main source of carbon dioxide. It should be noted that the turmoil in the financial market caused by the decline in oil prices has negatively impacted the economies of many crude oil producing countries. In the long run, this decline will accelerate the carbon dioxide emissions of these countries, which will undoubtedly bring difficulties to the global carbon emission reduction work.

### 4.4.2. Regression results for different income groups {#sec4.4.2}

This study also investigated four income groups. Comparative analysis of the results between different income groups has practical significance for many countries when formulating targeted emission reduction policies. Four carbon functions of different income groups were obtained from Model 3, as shown in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} . [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the effects for different income levels. The effects of oil prices, individual incomes, population, and renewable energy on carbon emissions are consistent among all four income groups, however, the effect of trade openness is clearly inconsistent. Therefore, this section discusses the heterogeneous effects of trade openness on carbon emissions across four income groups.Table 8Equations based on FMOLS regression results.Table 8PanelLogarithmic panel modelR-squared**HI**$LnC_{nt} = - 0.1674LnOPEN_{nt} - 0.0498\ LnOP_{nt} + 0.3086\ LnGDP_{nt} + 0.0129\ LnPOP_{nt} - 0.1432\ lnRE_{nt}$0.4291**UMI**$LnC_{nt} = - 0.0478LnOPEN_{nt} - 0.0359\ LnOP_{nt} + 0.6289\ LnGDP_{nt} + 1.1016\ LnPOP_{nt} - 0.1068\ lnRE_{nt}$0.9812**LMI**$LnC_{nt} = - 0.0126LnOPEN_{nt} - 0.0357\ LnOP_{nt} + 0.7046\ LnGDP_{nt} + 0.3312\ LnPOP_{nt} - 0.5378\ lnRE_{nt}$0.9561**LI**$LnC_{nt} = 0.3567LnOPEN_{nt} - 0.0569\ LnOP_{nt} + 0.6378\ LnGDP_{nt} + 0.1834\ LnPOP_{nt} - 1.6065\ lnRE_{nt}$0.9432Fig. 4Spatial characteristics of elastic coefficients across the global.Fig. 4

Model 1 investigates the impact of trade openness on carbon emissions without interference from any other factors. For the HI group, the long-term coefficients of trade openness are negatively linked to carbon emission and the coefficients are also statistically significant at the 1% level. A 1% increase in trade openness will decrease carbon emission by 0.1276%. However, the result for the LI group is the complete opposite, showing that trade openness is positively linked to carbon emissions and the coefficients are also statistically significant at the 1% level. A 1% increase in trade openness will create 0.4942% additional carbon emissions. In addition, for UMI and LMI groups, the long-term coefficients of trade openness to carbon emissions are not statistically significant.

Importantly, Model 3 provides powerful evidence that trade openness exerts a heterogeneous effect on carbon emissions considering the roles of oil prices, individual incomes, population and renewable energy in the carbon function of the investigation of trade openness. Specifically, the outcome of Model 3 implies that the trade openness of HI and UMI groups increased by 1%, and carbon emissions decreased by 0.1674% and 0.0478% over in the long run, respectively. Regarding the LMI group, a linear positive relationship is indicated between trade openness and carbon emissions, however, this relationship is not significant. For the LI group, as a 1% increase in trade openness yields a corresponding 0.3567% increase in carbon emissions in the long run, which contrasts with the results of HI and UMI groups.

This is insightful, as it indicates that trade openness has a positive impact on carbon emission reduction in both the HI and UMI countries, but not significant on carbon emissions in LMI countries, and even a negative impact on LI countries. This indicates that with increasing income level, the impact of trade openness on carbon emissions also changes. This supports a previously reported the view ([@bib44]), where trade openness contributes to carbon emissions at all income levels but exerts with varying influence on different panels. The heterogeneous effects of trade openness on carbon emission suggest that trade openness improves the environment of rich countries, but aggravates the environmental pollution of poor countries. This is in line with the recognized phenomenon of carbon transfer in the process of international trade ([@bib13]). Environmental standards in LI countries are generally lower than in other countries with higher income levels, and the environmental management system is deficient. Therefore, with the formation of global supply chains, developed countries either transfer or outsource high-carbon emission industries to LI countries ([@bib3]). This supports the views of [@bib20] who pointed out that dirty industries in developing countries tend to cause a heavy share of pollutants. Most developing countries are LI countries. The "Pollution Refuge Hypothesis" was verified ([@bib61]) and trade implied carbon emissions were also assumed as a key way to transfer pollution ([@bib37]). Hence, with decreasing income levels, the impact of trade openness on the environment changes from positive to negative.

5. Conclusions and policy implications {#sec5}
======================================

5.1. Conclusions {#sec5.1}
----------------

This study investigated the effect of trade openness on the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions. Combining the Tapio decoupling model with the log linear econometric model, differences of decoupling status and the heterogeneity effect of trade openness on carbon emissions were found in different income groups. The main findings are summarized in the following:➢Although global decoupling economic growth from carbon emissions converges on weak decoupling, obvious differences were found between countries with different income levels. Specifically, HI countries have the best decoupling status, followed by UMI and LI countries, which show a stable improvement trend. LMI countries are the worst because of their unstable decoupling status and lack of improvement trend.➢For the world as a whole, trade openness increases carbon emissions. For individual countries, trade openness decreases carbon emissions in HI and UMI countries, and does not significantly impact carbon emissions in LMI countries. However, for LI countries, trade openness increases carbon emissions. The heterogeneous effects of trade openness on carbon emissions indicates that trade openness has a positive impact on the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions in rich countries, but a negative impact in poor countries.➢Increasing individual incomes and population distort the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions, and the distortion of individual incomes is stronger than population growth. In contrast, renewable energy consumption and high oil prices contributed to the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emission, and the contribution of renewable energy is stronger than that of high oil prices. Moreover, these effects are similar in all countries independent of income levels.

5.2. Policy implications {#sec5.2}
------------------------

Targeted policy implications are needed toward achieving a complete decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions.➢HI countries already have the ability to decrease their carbon emissions without sacrificing economic growth. This is a sign for HI countries to strengthen their commitment to the Paris Agreement. Consequently, more developed countries should sign the Paris Agreement. Moreover, developed countries should consciously make more aggressive and efficient efforts with regard to INDCs.➢For LI countries, trade openness has led to more pollution because of the less stringent environmental regulations. Imposing environmental regulations on trade-related gas emissions and without hindering the improvement of production levels is difficult in these countries. Thus, developing countries should use clean and environmentally friendly technologies when producing trade goods. Furthermore, increasing the share of the tertiary industry in foreign direct investment is a feasible way to help decrease environmental pollution along the path of liberalizing of international trade.➢For the world, to contribute to the decoupling of economic growth from carbon emissions, increasing the share of renewable energy in the energy portfolio is a sensible option. This can also enhance the ability to resist energy risks, such as oil price fluctuations. Governments can attract further investors to explore and implement renewable energy technologies by developing further renewable energy policies and relevant institutions. This in turn, will promote the use of renewable energy.
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Table B1Cointegration Test results (HI)Table B1Pedroni Cointegration TestValueP-valuePanel v-Statistic−2.65820.9961Panel rho-statistic4.46291.0000Panel PP-statistic−8.6343∗∗∗0.0000Panel ADF-statistic−7.7463∗∗∗0.0000Group rho-statistic6.00331.0000Group PP-statistic−19.5805∗∗∗0.0000Group ADF-Statistic−12.8081∗∗∗0.0000**Kao Cointegration TestStatisticP-value**ADF−3.6300∗∗∗0.0001Residual variance0.0086HAC variance0.0079[^6] Table B2Cointegration Test results (UMI)Table B2Pedroni Cointegration TestValueP-valuePanel v-Statistic−4.65281.0000Panel rho-statistic3.26840.9995Panel PP-statistic−13.5374∗∗∗0.0000Panel ADF-statistic−11.2282∗∗∗0.0000Group rho-statistic6.02201.0000Group PP-statistic−18.6456∗∗∗0.0000Group ADF-Statistic−13.3144∗∗∗0.0000**Kao Cointegration TestStatisticP-value**ADF−7.059443∗∗∗0.0000Residual variance0.009924HAC variance0.008044[^7] Table B3Cointegration Test results (LMI)Table B3Pedroni Cointegration TestValueP-valuePanel v-Statistic−3.71300.9999Panel rho-statistic2.71490.9967Panel PP-statistic−8.8684∗∗∗0.0000Panel ADF-statistic−8.3578∗∗∗0.0000Group rho-statistic5.41831.0000Group PP-statistic−17.2533∗∗∗0.0000Group ADF-Statistic−11.3124∗∗∗0.0000**Kao Cointegration TestStatisticP-value**ADF−7.3790∗∗∗0.0000Residual variance0.0206HAC variance0.0172[^8] Table B4Cointegration Test results (LI)Table B4Pedroni Cointegration TestValueP-valuePanel v-Statistic−0.81500.7925Panel rho-statistic1.97850.9761Panel PP-statistic−6.4175∗∗∗0.0000Panel ADF-statistic−6.5357∗∗∗0.0000Group rho-statistic4.54621.0000Group PP-statistic−5.3402∗∗∗0.0000Group ADF-Statistic−4.6913∗∗∗0.0000**Kao Cointegration TestStatisticP-value**ADF−4.9352∗∗∗0.0000Residual variance0.0157HAC variance0.0137[^9] Table B5Cointegration Test results (Global)Table B5Pedroni Cointegration TestValueP-valuePanel v-Statistic−6.28131.0000Panel rho-statistic5.95891.0000Panel PP-statistic−18.3646∗∗∗0.0000Panel ADF-statistic−16.9298∗∗∗0.0000Group rho-statistic11.05371.0000Group PP-statistic−31.6636∗∗∗0.0000Group ADF-Statistic−21.8000∗∗∗0.0000**Kao Cointegration TestStatisticP-value**ADF−8.7903∗∗∗0.0000Residual variance0.0147HAC variance0.0133[^10] Table B6Estimation results for carbon emissionsTable B6GroupModelLnOPENLnOPLnGDPLnPOPlnREC**HI**Model 1−0.1276∗∗∗ (−10.4146)Model 20.1476∗∗∗ (4.9805)−0.0722∗∗∗ (−6.8266)0.2938∗∗∗ (8.9418)0.0798 (1.4157)−0.0974∗∗∗ (−15.9682)−1.6808∗∗∗ (−3.4841)Model 3−0.1674∗∗∗ (−37.8510)−0.0498∗∗∗ (−14.1915)0.3086∗∗∗ (122.8840)0.0129∗∗∗ (9.1165)−0.1432∗∗∗ (−103.9827)**UMI**Model 1−0.0125 (−0.7720)Model 2−0.0231∗∗ (−2.0908)−0.0031 (−0.2659)0.5349∗∗∗ (19.8765)0.0789 (1.3705)−0.1889∗∗∗ (−14.3439)−3.4723∗∗∗ (−7.9495)Model 3−0.0478∗∗∗ (−3.9945)−0.0359∗∗ (−2.2256)0.6289∗∗∗ (12.4641)1.1016∗∗∗ (3.6288)−0.1068∗∗∗ (−5.9398)**LMI**Model 10.0314 (0.9501)Model 2−0.0057 (−0.2852)−0.0341∗∗ (−1.9789)0.6838∗∗∗ (16.8478)0.3248∗∗∗ (4.0718)−0.5600∗∗∗ (−15.9217)−7.8678∗∗∗ (−6.7930)Model 3−0.0126 (−1.1105)−0.0357∗∗∗ (−3.4798)0.7046∗∗∗ (29.3625)0.3312∗∗∗ (6.6319)−0.5378∗∗∗ (−26.4482)**LI**Model 10.4942∗∗∗ (8.3112)Model 20.3374∗∗∗ (10.5980)−0.0615∗∗ (−2.4107)0.6426∗∗∗ (11.4468)0.1976∗ (1.9377)−1.6291∗∗∗ (−18.8988)−1.5394∗Model 30.3567∗∗∗ (23.6731)−0.0569∗∗∗ (−4.4696)0.6378∗∗∗ (23.6562)0.1834∗∗∗ (3.4174)−1.6065∗∗∗ (−38.8503)**GLOBAL**Model 10.1279∗∗∗ (9.0018)Model 20.0154 (1.5672)−0.0633∗∗∗ (−8.3419)0.6123∗∗∗ (31.2870)0.4834∗∗∗ (13.9385)−0.1606∗∗∗ (−22.5117)−8.0481∗∗∗ (−24.7188)Model 30.0133∗∗∗ (3.1040)−0.0642∗∗∗ (−18.7342)0.6107∗∗∗ (67.8722)0.4990∗∗∗ (30.5800)−0.1568∗∗∗ (−49.5702)[^11]
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[^1]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^2]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^3]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^4]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^5]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^6]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^7]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^8]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^9]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^10]: Note: ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.

[^11]: Note: The data in brackets are the t-statistics. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ represent significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% inspection levels, respectively.
